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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This deliverable provides an overview of the preparatory work performed during the first half of the
project lifecycle, in order to define the content of the practical pilot that will hopefully demonstrate,
during the second half, the feasibility of the conversion of messages through a common ontology.
While WP3 and WP4 have focused on the technical aspects of the semantic conversion, with a
“neutral” approach that could apply to any type of data exchange, WP5 has concentrated on the rail
aspect of the project, selecting two families of messages specifically dedicated to the business
process of rail distribution, defining a use case based on the sale of a rail product and drafting the
corresponding XML messages.
The final chapters of the deliverable offer a view of what will happen in the second year of the project,
with a synthetic description of the HW/SW environment that will be used for the demo and of the
expected results.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
Abbreviation

Description

ERA

European Rail Agency

EU

European Union

FSM

Full Service Model

GA

Grant Agreement

H2020

Horizon 2020 framework programme

IPR

Intellectual Property Rights

IRT

Integrated Reservation Ticket

JU

Shift2Rail Joint Undertaking

NRT

Non-integrated Reservation Ticket

OTA

Open Travel Alliance

RU

Railway Undertaking

SNCF

Société Nationale des Chemins de fer Français

ST4RT

Semantic Transformations for Rail Transportation

TAP

Telematics Applications for Passenger service

TD

Technical Document

TSI

Technical Specification for Interoperability

UIC

Union Internationale des Chemins de fer

XML

eXtensible Mark-up Language

XSD

XML Schema Definition
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1. INTRODUCTION
The ST4RT demonstrator aims at showing how the semantic approach can solve the problem arising
from the existence of many different communication standards, hindering the interoperability of the
rail distribution systems, not to mention the sale of intermodal products.
Our intention is to achieve this result for a couple of messages implementing a specific use case, as
described in chapter 3. Of course, the universe of possible messages in the rail distribution is much
larger than those two examples, but the aim of ST4RT obviously is not to create a commercial
converter able to convert the full range of data exchange, but rather to establish the feasibility of the
semantic concept and the related process.
If the result is positive, further projects can be launched to extend the range of the conversion and
in future IT companies could propose on the market commercial products based on the results of
ST4RT.
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2. CHOICE OF STANDARDS
The ST4RT demo will focus on conversion of messages related to the rail business, between two
different syntaxes, using an integrated ontology. In order to perform a meaningful test, the two
syntaxes must be based on different metamodels, i.e. they need to rest on different philosophical
descriptions of the involved entities and processes. Therefore conversion e.g. between the two
different formats of the 918 standard [1], that are described in 2.1 hereunder, is excluded.
The number of standards available in the domain of distribution of rail products is not huge. The first
choice, almost mandatorily, has been 918, as it is currently the set of messages used by almost all
European RUs (Railway Undertakings) performing the electronic reservation. The 918 standard is
described in detail in 2.1.
As a second syntax we considered FSM (Full Service Model) [2] and OTA (Open Travel Alliance)
[3]. FSM, described in 2.2, was preferred because it has been established by the European rail
sector (while OTA is mainly USA oriented) and because there are participants in the project with a
deep knowledge of FSM and its background.
Chapter 2.3 contains a comparison of 918 and FSM, that shows indeed how semantically different
the two standards are.
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2.1 TAP TSI 918 XML
Historically, the sale of tickets by a European rail company in the trains of another one was done
offline, based on paper catalogues exchanged once per year. The on-line reservation was introduced
firstly in the 70’s to allow a customer to make sure of a seat or a sleeping accommodation. More
recently the system was extended to also sell the so-called IRT (Integrated Reservation Tickets),
products including both the transport title and the reservation.
For those sales European railways have always used a standard created by the UIC (International
Union of Railways) and called 918 as it is described in the UIC leaflet 918-1. The 918 standard
defines a set of messages to be exchanged between a requesting and an answering reservation
system to sell a ticket or a simple reservation, or to cancel it.
There exist two versions of the 918 messages, an older one in binary format (still used by almost all
European railways) and an equivalent XML one. For ST4RT we have used the XML version, as it is
more flexible and suitable for being manipulated through automatic tools. It is to be noted anyway
that there exists already a converter between the binary and the XML formats of 918, today in use
by some RUs, so that in principle a double conversion could allow an actor using FSM to interconnect
to an RU using binary 918. This solution, designed by Hit Rail and implemented by OLTIS Group,
both partners of ST4RT, will be adopted as basis for ST4RT as described in chapter 5.
The binary set of 918 messages has been adopted a few years ago by the ERA, and those messages
are therefore the ones included in the TAP TSI Regulation [4], in its Technical Document B.5 [5].
The XML set of messages is at the moment still a copyright of UIC. It could perhaps be included in
B.5 in a next revision of TAP TSI, and is therefore sometimes called in the ST4RT project “TAP TSI
918 XML”.
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2.2 FSM
Apart from B.5, dedicated to the reservation, the TAP TSI Regulation includes many other Technical
Documents, e.g. for the exchange of timetable and tariff data, and for the fulfilment (establishing and
printing of tickets). Most of them are anyway derived from the standards already in use by the UIC
members, often reflecting an outdated technical approach (e.g. the use of EDIFACT, flat files). The
ERA and the working group writing the TAP TSI, that included rail companies and ticket vendors,
detected that in parallel to TAP TSI it would be useful to start thinking of a more modern and
comprehensive standard.
As a consequence, in the last years the sector has created a new standard called FSM (Full Service
Model), aimed at overcoming the technical limitations (extensive use of IP protocols, XML messages
and XSD schemas) and the business gaps (TAP TSI doesn’t set any standard e.g. for the journey
planning or for the accounting between RU and distributor). In the framework of reservation the FSM
standard, released at beginning of 2017 [6], already introduces significant differences in comparison
with 918.
The latter works basically with “one request – one answer”. There is one RU requesting the
reservation and one RU allocating the place where the passenger will travel. It only covers the pure
reservation process, assuming that the customer or sales staff has already acquired somehow the
knowledge of the train involved.
FSM, on the contrary, supports a variety of business models, including intermodality, and can be
used by a wide number of applications, overcoming and improving the current limitations in railway
distribution. As shown in figure 1 below, FSM covers the entire business process, split in 9 sections
going all the way up from Master & Timetable Data to Back Office

Figure 1: FSM value chain
As far as the sales process is specifically concerned, FSM is based on the distinction of roles
between a Technical/Commercial Distributor and one or more transport service providers (in the
case of ST4RT Rail Service Providers – RSP).
As shown in figure 2 below, the standard process according to FSM starts with the itinerary
management, where the distributor with help of a journey planner identifies the segments where the
customer has to travel, continues with the offering where the available RSPs present to the distributor
their offers to fulfil (part of) the travel, the pre-booking where the offers chosen by the customer are
separately booked temporarily, and the confirmed booking where all pre-booked offers are
confirmed, once the distributor is certain that the entire travel can be sold to the customer.
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Figure 2: FSM business model
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2.3 COMPARISON
Table 1 below shows the main differences between 918 and FSM, according to different parameters:
918 XML

FSM

Scope

Scope

For an RU to buy a reservation or an IRT on the For a distributor to sell products of one or more
inventory of another RU. Not suitable for open RSPs. All types of products, alone or combined,
for the whole value chain (sale, after sale,
tickets, nor for intermodality
accounting)
Current use

Current use

918 XML is currently used by Rhaetische Bahn To our knowledge nobody is using FSM yet
and developed by Danish Railways. Hit Rail’s
converter makes it fully interoperable with binary
918, used by all European RUs
Maturity

Maturity

918 binary messages are in use since almost 50 Specs released at beginning 2017, to be tested
years (with updates). 918 XML since 5 years
in practical implementations
Completeness

Completeness

The structure of all messages is exactly defined, Only the structure of the messages is defined,
each element can only assume values defined for values there are only non-exhaustive
examples. Element definitions are not yet fully
in enumeration lists
clear
Management

Management

Updates of the messages are decided by the
UIC groups REG (Reservation Experts Group)
and TAP-MD (TAP Maintenance and
Development)

The FSM specs are published on the website of
TSGA (TAP TSI Services Governance
Association), it is not clear whether TSGA will
also update the standard

IPR

IPR
FSM is distributed freely
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918 XML is a property of the UIC (918 binary is
now copied in TAP Technical Document B.5 and
is therefore public)
Cardinality

Cardinality

One reservation refers to only one train and one Virtually unlimited
Origin/Destination, to a maximum of two tariffs,
and to one or more passengers (a few dozens
in case of group tariff)
Table 1: Comparison 918 vs FSM

It is evident that FSM has completely different semantics from 918, but their interconnection is
essential to allow some railways/ticket vendors to start using FSM without losing the ability of
exchanging reservations with those still using 918. This is where ST4RT comes to the rescue.
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3. USE CASE
3.1 BASICS OF RAIL TICKETING
In order to better understand the use case and its implications, it is useful to describe the main
concepts of rail distribution, for the benefit of the readers not familiar with the topic.
A railway undertaking providing the transport of passengers on its trains is called a rail service
provider, or a carrier. A train runs along a path, from a departure station to a destination station,
usually with some intermediate stops. A train can be operated by a single carrier along its whole
path, or by different subsequent carriers. The first case is the standard when the path is completely
contained inside one nation (domestic journey), while for international journeys (i.e. crossing one or
more national borders) both situations are possible.
When an RU sells tickets for a train of which it is the sole carrier, it is free to decide how to sell them
(in stations, in travel agencies, on the web, ...) and how to materialize them (printed by the retailer
on special paper, printed by the customer on A4, downloaded on smartphone, ...). When on the
contrary an RU sells tickets for a train of which it is not the sole carrier (train operated in cooperation
with other carriers, or even by carrier(s) not including the selling RU), it has to follow agreed
commercial rules (e.g. sell only in its stations but not on the web) and agreed ticket formats, to allow
the on-board controllers of the other RUs to check the validity of the tickets.
One consequence of the commercial rules is that the 918 standard requires the RU requesting a
reservation to identify the type and location of the “terminal” where the request has been formulated
(the “terminal” could also be the web).
As mentioned, a 918 transaction can concern the request of an IRT (Integrated Reservation Ticket),
a product including the entitlement for transport and the reservation of an accommodation (a seat, a
couchette, a berth), or the mere reservation of the accommodation for a passenger already owning
a valid transport title. The latter could be an NRT (Non-integrated Reservation Ticket), allowing to
travel on whichever train along a defined route, or a pass, e.g. an InterRail pass.
Last but not least, the 918 standard makes large use of codifications, on one hand to reduce at
maximum the size of the messages (the standard was created at a time when the transmission lines
went at Kbps, not Gbps), on the other hand to overcome the language interpretation problems. There
are therefore codes to identify countries, stations, type of trains, types of terminals, etc. Many of
them are used in the test messages of chapter 4.
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3.2 DESCRIPTION OF USE CASE
We imagine that Mr Paul Dupont, an adult French citizen, is going to fly to Rome and then wants to
go to Palermo by the Intercity night train 1955 of Trenitalia (service brand code 96), leaving Roma
Termini (location code 08409) on 20th October at 21:31 and reaching Palermo Centrale (location
code 12002) on 21st at 10:06.
In a previous step he received the carrier offer detailing the services offered on that vehicle and the
costs. He already has a transport title (e.g. an Interrail pass) and only needs the reservation. On 27th
September 2017 he goes to a counter of SNCF’s Gare du Nord (location code 01519) to buy the
reservation. He wants to travel in a single compartment first class. The terminal serving the customer
has terminal number 15.
We imagine SNCF’s Reservation system (code 87) is using FSM and therefore issues an FSM
Booking_PreBookRequest.
We imagine Trenitalia’s reservation system (code 83) is using 918 and therefore the converter
translates the request into a 918 uic_reservationbookrq.
The request is sent to Hit Rail’s Boomerang tool, that simulates Trenitalia’s reservation system and
issues a coherent 918 uic_reservationbookrp with reference number 836011050593, for a berth in
coach 092, place 021.
The converter translates it into an FSM Booking_PreBookResponse.
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4. TEST MESSAGES
Here below is described the structure of the 4 XML messages that will be the object of the
demonstrator.
The messages comply with the corresponding XSDs, and include only the elements actually needed
to correctly represent the chosen use case.
The message described in 4.1 will be submitted to the converter, and the one in 4.2 is the expected
result. Similarly, the response message in 4.3 is expected to be transformed by the converter into
the message in 4.4.
Of course, the messages below don’t have to be seen as carved in stone, as the execution of the
tests could suggest some correction.
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4.1 FSM PREBOOKINGREQUEST
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<rsp.booking.messages:PreBookRequest
xmlns:actors="http://domainmodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/actors"
xmlns:booking="http://domainmodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/booking"
xmlns:common="http://domainmodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/common"
xmlns:connection="http://domainmodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/connection"
xmlns:fsm.common.messages="http://servicemodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/fsm.common.messag
es"
xmlns:fsm.notification.messages="http://servicemodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/fsm.notific
ation.messages"
xmlns:fulfilment="http://domainmodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/fulfilment"
xmlns:infrastructure="http://domainmodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/infrastructure"
xmlns:journeyplan="http://domainmodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/journeyplan"
xmlns:offering="http://domainmodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/offering"
xmlns:passenger="http://domainmodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/passenger"
xmlns:payment="http://domainmodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/payment"
xmlns:roles="http://domainmodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/roles"
xmlns:rsp.booking.messages="http://servicemodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/rsp.booking.mess
ages"
xmlns:tariff="http://domainmodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/tariff"
xmlns:transportation="http://domainmodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/transportation"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://servicemodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/rsp.booking.messages
WSDL/Booking/RailServiceProvider.Booking.Messages.xsd ">
<fsm.common.messages:Caller AddresseeId="SNCF" BusinessRoleIdType="DISTRIBUTOR">
<fsm.common.messages:PreviousCaller AddresseeId="15" BusinessRoleIdType="XXXXSTATION_OFFICE"/>
</fsm.common.messages:Caller>
<rsp.booking.messages:CarrierOfferContainer>
<offering:Passenger DIST_ID="87" FirstName="PAUL" Gender="MALE" Name="DUPONT"
RSP_ID="83">
<passenger:PassengerTypeId>ADULT</passenger:PassengerTypeId>
</offering:Passenger>
<offering:Itinerary DIST_ID="87" RSP_ID="83">
<journeyplan:ServiceTypeId>TRAIN</journeyplan:ServiceTypeId>
<journeyplan:Segment Id="xml_id_segment_01">
<journeyplan:ServiceModeId>NIGHT_TRAIN</journeyplan:ServiceModeId>
<journeyplan:Origin Name="ROMA_TERMINI" StopPlaceId="8308409">
<infrastructure:ScheduledStopPoint>
<infrastructure:EffectiveDeparture>2017-1020T21:31:00</infrastructure:EffectiveDeparture>
</infrastructure:ScheduledStopPoint>
</journeyplan:Origin>
<journeyplan:Destination Name="PALERMO_CENTRALE" StopPlaceId="8312002">
<infrastructure:ScheduledStopPoint>
<infrastructure:ArrivalTime>2017-1021T10:06:00</infrastructure:ArrivalTime>
</infrastructure:ScheduledStopPoint>
</journeyplan:Destination>
<journeyplan:Vehicle TypeId="TRAIN" VehicleId="1955"></journeyplan:Vehicle>
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</journeyplan:Segment>
</offering:Itinerary>
<offering:CarrierOffer OfferCategoryId="ANCILLARY">
<offering:Product QualityOfServiceId="FIRST_CLASS" >
<tariff:ProductInformation>
<common:key>PRODUCT_TYPE</common:key>
<common:value
LanguageId="EN"><common:text>BERTH</common:text></common:value>
</tariff:ProductInformation>
<tariff:ProductInformation>
<common:key>ACCOMMODATION_TYPE</common:key>
<common:value
LanguageId="EN"><common:text>SINGLE</common:text></common:value>
</tariff:ProductInformation>
</offering:Product>
<offering:Fare FareTypeId="TOTAL">
<tariff:RSPPrice>
<tariff:Currency>
<tariff:CurrencyId>EUR</tariff:CurrencyId>
</tariff:Currency>
<tariff:Amount>
<tariff:FlatFeeAmount>7000</tariff:FlatFeeAmount>
</tariff:Amount>
</tariff:RSPPrice>
</offering:Fare>
</offering:CarrierOffer>
</rsp.booking.messages:CarrierOfferContainer>
</rsp.booking.messages:PreBookRequest>
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4.2 918 RESERVATIONREQUEST
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<ns3:ReservationRequest
xmlns:ns2="http://www.uic-asso.fr/xml/passenger/02"
xmlns:ns3="http://www.uic-asso.fr/xml/passenger/reservation/01"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.uic-asso.fr/xml/passenger/reservation/01
xml_schema_files/uic_reservationbookrq.xsd">
<Requestor RequestingSystem="83" SendingSystem="87">
<Terminal Type="0">
<Number>0151915</Number>
<Country>FR</Country>
</Terminal>
</Requestor>
<Dialogue ApplicationVersion="0" DialogueId="1234" Test="false">
<RequestDate>2017-09-27</RequestDate>
</Dialogue>
<BerthRequest>
<RequestedTrain SequenceId="01">
<Train>1955</Train>
<DepartureDate>2017-10-20</DepartureDate>
<DepartureStation Context="918">
<ns2:Country>83</ns2:Country>
<ns2:LocalCode>08409</ns2:LocalCode>
</DepartureStation>
<ArrivalStation Context="918">
<ns2:Country>83</ns2:Country>
<ns2:LocalCode>12002</ns2:LocalCode>
</ArrivalStation>
</RequestedTrain>
<Passengers>1</Passengers>
<Berths Type="L">1</Berths>
</BerthRequest>
</ns3:ReservationRequest>
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4.3 918 RESERVATIONREPLY
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<ns3:ReservationReply
InformationOnly="true"
xmlns:ns2="http://www.uic-asso.fr/xml/passenger/02"
xmlns:ns3="http://www.uic-asso.fr/xml/passenger/reservation/01"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.uic-asso.fr/xml/passenger/reservation/01
xml_schema_files/uic_reservationbookrp.xsd">
<Requestor RequestingSystem="87" SendingSystem="83">
<Terminal>
<Number>0151915</Number>
</Terminal>
</Requestor>
<Dialogue ApplicationVersion="0" DialogueId="1234">
<RequestDate>2017-09-27</RequestDate>
</Dialogue>
<Allocation SequenceId="01">
<Reference AllocatingSystem="83" LocalReference="6011050593"/>
<BerthAllocation>
<AllocatedTrain>
<DepartureStationName>ROMA TERMINI</DepartureStationName>
<ArrivalStationName>PALERMO CENTRALE</ArrivalStationName>
<ServiceBrand>
<ns2:Code>96</ns2:Code>
</ServiceBrand>
<Train>1955</Train>
<DepartureDateTime>2017-10-20T21:31:00</DepartureDateTime>
<ArrivalDateTime>2017-10-21T10:06:00</ArrivalDateTime>
</AllocatedTrain>
<Passengers>1</Passengers>
<Class>1</Class>
<CoachNumber>092</CoachNumber>
<AllocatedPlaces>
<Place Place="21" Code="1"/>
</AllocatedPlaces>
<BookedOffer>
<Price>
<Amount>0007000</Amount>
</Price>
</BookedOffer>
</BerthAllocation>
<Carrier>0083</Carrier>
</Allocation>
</ns3:ReservationReply>
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4.4 FSM PREBOOKINGRESPONSE
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<rsp.booking.messages:PreBookResponse
xmlns:actors="http://domainmodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/actors"
xmlns:booking="http://domainmodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/booking"
xmlns:common="http://domainmodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/common"
xmlns:connection="http://domainmodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/connection"
xmlns:fsm.common.messages="http://servicemodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/fsm.common.messag
es"
xmlns:fsm.notification.messages="http://servicemodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/fsm.notific
ation.messages"
xmlns:fulfilment="http://domainmodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/fulfilment"
xmlns:infrastructure="http://domainmodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/infrastructure"
xmlns:journeyplan="http://domainmodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/journeyplan"
xmlns:offering="http://domainmodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/offering"
xmlns:passenger="http://domainmodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/passenger"
xmlns:payment="http://domainmodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/payment"
xmlns:roles="http://domainmodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/roles"
xmlns:rsp.booking.messages="http://servicemodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/rsp.booking.mess
ages"
xmlns:tariff="http://domainmodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/tariff"
xmlns:transportation="http://domainmodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/transportation"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://servicemodel.pts_fsm.org/2015/10/29/rsp.booking.messages
WSDL/Booking/RailServiceProvider.Booking.Messages.xsd ">
<rsp.booking.messages:Booking RSP_ID="83" DIST_ID="87">
<booking:BookingCommercialRef>836011050593</booking:BookingCommercialRef>
<booking:CarrierServiceItem>
<booking:Product QualityOfServiceId="FIRST_CLASS">
<tariff:Description LanguageId="EN">
<common:text>BERTH SINGLE</common:text>
</tariff:Description>
</booking:Product>
<booking:ProductOwner AddresseeId="0083">
<roles:ContractualCarrier CarrierName="Trenitalia"
Acronym="0083"></roles:ContractualCarrier>
</booking:ProductOwner>
<booking:PlaceReference>
<transportation:SegmentIdRef>S1</transportation:SegmentIdRef>
<transportation:PassengerIdRef>P1</transportation:PassengerIdRef>
<transportation:CoachId>092</transportation:CoachId>
<transportation:PlaceId>21</transportation:PlaceId>
</booking:PlaceReference>
<booking:Fare FareTypeId="RESERVATION_ONLY">
<tariff:RSPPrice>
<tariff:Currency>
<tariff:CurrencyId>EUR</tariff:CurrencyId>
</tariff:Currency>
<tariff:Amount>
<tariff:FlatFeeAmount>7000</tariff:FlatFeeAmount>
</tariff:Amount>
</tariff:RSPPrice>
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</booking:Fare>
</booking:CarrierServiceItem>
<booking:Itinerary>
<journeyplan:Segment Id="S1">
<journeyplan:Origin Name="ROMA_TERMINI" StopPlaceId="8308409">
<infrastructure:ScheduledStopPoint>
<infrastructure:EffectiveDeparture>2017-1020T21:31:00</infrastructure:EffectiveDeparture>
</infrastructure:ScheduledStopPoint>
</journeyplan:Origin>
<journeyplan:Destination Name="PALERMO_CENTRALE" StopPlaceId="8312002">
<infrastructure:ScheduledStopPoint>
<infrastructure:ArrivalTime>2017-1021T10:06:00</infrastructure:ArrivalTime>
</infrastructure:ScheduledStopPoint>
</journeyplan:Destination>
<journeyplan:Vehicle ExternalId="1955" TypeId="TRAIN" VehicleId="1955">
<transportation:ServiceBrandId>InterCityNotte_Italia</transportation:ServiceBrand
Id>
</journeyplan:Vehicle>
</journeyplan:Segment>
</booking:Itinerary>
</rsp.booking.messages:Booking>
</rsp.booking.messages:PreBookResponse>
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5. HW/SW ENVIRONMENT
5.1 PLATFORM
The demo will run on the Linux virtual server currently used by Hit Rail for Test and Acceptance.
The virtual server is located in Brussels, in the computer center of Infrabel, and used by Hit Rail in
hosting mode.
It has Operating system Red Hat EL 6, 2 CPU's, 8GB RAM, 80 GB Disk.
The server will continue to be used in parallel for Hit Rail’s test and acceptance needs. The estimated
average usage of the server for the needs of ST4RT during the last 11 months of project life is 40%.

5.2 MIDDLEWARE
On the virtual server runs the middleware
www.copernicus.nl/niklas-integration-platform/

NIKLAS,

supplied

by

Copernicus

NIKLAS Integration Broker is a Business to Business (B2B) and Enterprise Application Integration
(EAI) software that enables an organization to exchange electronic information with other
organizations and its internal applications without manual intervention.
The core functionality of NIKLAS is receiving, classifying, transforming and sending of messages
between various trading partners. During the transformation process NIKLAS can apply business
logic for transformation and for enrichment of data.
A NIKLAS instance is a collection of NIKLAS engines. These engines differ in function and design
and each fulfill a distinct purpose. Each NIKLAS instance can run only one of each type of engine.
There are five types of engines:
1. Database engine - maintains the database that holds all the configuration information.
2. Queueing engine - creates and manages the message queues that NIKLAS uses to store
messages on.
3. Web engine - responsible for keeping the web-based GUI running.
4. Processing engine - responsible for routing components and message retrieval and sending.
5. Schedule engine - responsible for activating all scheduled jobs at their specified times.

5.3 APPLICATION SOFTWARE
The current transformer software was developed by OLTIS Group according to specifications from
Hit Rail. It implements the translation between binary and XML versions of the 918 messages [7].
On top of that, the new ST4RT functionalities for lifting and lowering of messages, the triple stores,
the named graphs etc. will be developed.
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5.4 SUPPORT TOOL
As the demo consists of the FSM/918 translation of a reservation request and the subsequent
918/FSM translation of the corresponding answer, in order to repeatedly perform the whole cycle at
runtime it is necessary to introduce a tool capable of reading the request coming out of the first step,
and producing the correct answer to feed the second step.
To this end we will adapt the existing tool Boomerang, also developed by OLTIS Group based on
specifications from Hit Rail.
Boomerang is currently a simple web based application, used by various railways to send test
messages to their own servers or reply to test messages. For users it provides a web form capable
of sending selected XML messages to one of defined partners, sending multiple XML messages at
the same time and it also provides a log system where one can see outgoing and incoming messages
status, including errors.
Boomerang will be adapted to fulfill the needs of the ST4RT demo.

5.5 DEMO ARCHITECTURE
The newly created ST4RT converter will be inserted inside NIKLAS as a jar library, similarly to what
happens with the current translator in the existing solution.
The proposed architecture is depicted in the figure 3 below.
cmp Context ST4RT
FSM PreBook
Request

FSM source /
FSM destination

WS

Broker = NIKLAS

CONVERTOR.j ar

918 Reservation
Request

WS
Boomerang

WS

master / lookup data

WS

ontologies
918 Reservation
Reply

FSM PreBook
Response

Figure 3: Demo architecture
The SW environment will need these necessary enhancements:
•

Implementation of FSM web service on the side of NIKLAS

•

Configuration of message routing via NIKLAS

•

Implementation of a smart reply to a reservation request in Boomerang
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In case that Error/Fault messages should also be sent, then this logic needs to be implemented
inside the Boomerang tool as well.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The final part of the project will be the practical demo and evaluation analysis, where the
Hardware/Software platform will be made operational for a real-life test of the concepts developed
in the previous tasks. To this scope the project group will have to:
• identify in detail the HW/SW environment where to run the demo and how to adapt the available
one,
• identify the participants to the demo and their respective roles,
• define the KPIs and metrics needed to measure the results of the demo,
• provide and setup the run time implementation environment and reporting tools,
• run the demo,
• generate and evaluate the results of the demo,
• produce the final report.
The ST4RT demo will take advantage of the middleware of the existing converter (management of
input/output queues, protocols, logging, …), whilst of course the application software will be reviewed
and the entire “ontological section” will be added (lifting/lowering of messages, triple store, SPARQL
queries, …).
The demo will also take advantage of the Boomerang tool. It too will need to be enhanced so that it
can be used to close the loop in ST4RT between the lowered request and the answer to be lifted.
Obviously, the demo will have to be run repeatedly, as it is likely, in common with any project, to
detect bugs in the work done in the preliminary tasks. It is also possible that, despite the absence of
real bugs, the process defined on paper in the previous phases (with lifting/lowering, annotations,
triples and queries), when put in operation produces response times that are considered
unacceptable. In this case the group would try to adopt corrective measures to improve the
performances, e.g. by an optimal mix of processing data in central memory vs accessing external
repositories.
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